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A method of front tracking yields a zero diffusion calculation of fluid interface 
discominuities. The method is applied to the problem of petroleum reservoir 
simulation. Unstable interfaces with multiple fingers can be resolved by this 
method even on a coarse grid. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Methods which give high resolution in the computation of discontinuous 
solutions of hyperbolic equations are developed in this and earlier papers 
[3-6,9] of the authors. A goal has been to obtain fine resolution even on 
coarse grids with little or no numerical dispersion. The finest grid used by 
the authors has been 30 by 30 in space, which is modest by present 
computing capabilities. In this paper, we describe a shock tracking method 
which has subgrid resolution at shockfronts and which is computationally 
inexpensive. See, for example, Figures 9.1, 9.2, 9.4, below. 
We have applied these methods to the problem of petroleum reservoir 
simulation; in this context some simplifications occur, but further difficul- 
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ties and requirements arise. These requirements are probably not too 
special and may have general interest. The main requirement is good 
resolution with a coarse mesh, even for a physically unstable problem. This 
is necessary in order that reservoir scale calculations of complicated 
tertiary oil recovery processes be sufficiently accurate. (These procedures 
involve the injection of water mixed with chemicals, steam or gas into 
some of the wells in an oil field in order to produce oil at the other wells.) 
For realistic applications, these physical and chemical processes (e.g., 
condensation of steam, phase transitions in oil- water- surfactant mixtures) 
must be incorporated in the calculation. 
For an initial step in this direction using present methods, see [7]. The 
fluid discontinuities need to be computed with great resolution because 
these processes have characteristic length and time scales which are very 
small relative to those of the field. 
Since reservoir computations involve many wells, and since our model 
problems involve two wells, the numerical methods have to be fast and 
accurate on the coarse mesh. 
In certain cases, the shape of the front which separates different fluids 
(say water and oil) becomes unstable, as characterized by a dimensionless 
number M called the mobility ratio. The stable and unstable regimes 
correspond to M < 1 and M > 1, respectively. Fluctuations are magnified 
in the unstable regime, so that both physical heterogeneity and numerical 
noise become important. Thus, in this regime, reducing numerical noise is 
essential for meaningful calculations and the correct manifestation of 
physical heterogeneity. Interface instability (fingering) arises in a variety of 
problems including the Taylor instability, salt in ocean water, and flame 
fronts. 
We validate our computations through mesh refinement and change of 
computational grid geometry. A second test is comparison to the closed 
form solution which is available in the case of miscible flow with M = 1. A 
third test, which is limited to the regions with M near 1, is comparison with 
laboratory experiments. The experiments contain physical effects which 
are not modeled by our equations: molecular diffusion and capillary 
effects (which are very small for normal reservoir operation conditions) 
and heterogeneity. 
The latter occurs on small length scales inaccessible to the grids in our 
computations and may occur on large length scales also. Comparisons 
between experiments and calculations sometimes become difficult because 
of these physical effects. In particular, the role of these effects increases 
with M. 
Previous calculations [4] showed that the uniform sampling method 
(USM; also but less accurately known as the random choice method) in a 
grid geometry adapted to the flow lines performed well for the miscible 
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case with a mobility ratio M I 2. (This mobility ratio is defined in terms 
of wave speeds at the front; it4 I 2 includes typical waterflood problems.) 
However, if the uniform sampling method with spatial splitting is used 
with a grid choice not adapted to the flow, it is difficult to simulate the 
multiple fingering instability for M > 1. Furthermore, the front is not 
sharply resolved for a portion of the calculation in this case. 
The uniform sampling method has been extended to three-dimensional 
problems with gravity and capillary pressure effects by Albright et al. [l], 
and the introduction of this method for the solution of reservoir problems 
was given by Concus and Proskurowski [2]. 
We present a method based on shock fitting [lo] in which the discon- 
tinuity front is explicitly advanced. Our results were announced in pre- 
liminary form in [6]. For a previous use of a shock tracking scheme, 
different from ours, see the paper of Garder et al. [ 131. We believe that our 
first-order method gives higher quality solutions than those obtainable by 
standard methods for a broad range of problems. 
Our results are explained in Sections 5- 10. In summary, we have tested 
extensively the parameter ange 0.2 I M 5 5 for miscible displacement. In 
this range we have good resolution of a sharply defined front. With 
allowance made for diffusion and heterogeneity, we have good agreement 
with experiment. Other validation tests are also performed. Preliminary 
runs for M up to 100 indicate that the scope of this method is larger than 
the above parameter ange, and we report some tests for larger mobilities 
and for immiscible displacement. 
2. EQUATIONS 
The basic laws governing flow in a porous medium are the conservation 
of the masses of the fluids and Darcy’s Law, which states that the seepage 
velocity is proportional to the pressure gradient [ll]. As a prototype for 
realistic processes, the fluids are oil and water (for immiscible displace- 
ment) and oil and solvent (for miscible displacement). The total velocity is 
defined by 
v = v, + VW, (2.1) 
where v,,v, are the seepage velocities of the oil and the other fluid, 
respectively. The fraction of water or solvent in the fluid mixture (the 
saturation) is a function of position and time which we denote by s. 
Assuming that the capillary pressure is negligible, Darcy’s Law may be 
stated as 
v= -$,K k (s) k(s) o+- 
P,(S) CL,(s) 
VP. (2 4 
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Here p is the pressure, k, and k, are relative permeability functions, and 
p, and pW are the viscosities. For simplicity, the constants $J (the porosity 
of the rock) and K (the absolute permeability) are incorporated into k, and 
k,. Our equations are written in terms of 
(2.3) 
so that 
v = -k(s) Vp. (2.4) 
In case of miscible displacement we take k,(s) = S, k,(s) = 1 - S, and 
p,(s) = p,(s) E p(s). In fact, miscible displacement is single phase flow, 
and once the viscosity is written as a function of saturation, it no longer 
depends on the subscripts o and w. Thus 
k(s) = p(s) - ‘((1 - s) + S) = /J(S) - ‘. (2.5) 
Most of our calculations are made with zero diffusion, in which case s 
takes only the values 0 or 1, and p(s) is either the oil or solvent viscosity. 
The functional form of p(s) which we take is 
p(s) = (s + A4 -i/4(1 - S)) - 4, 
where A4 is the mobility ratio; here a constant independent of s has been 
absorbed into k, and k,. For incompressible flow, the equations of 
conservation of mass of water/solvent and oil are 
s, + V. (v,) = source terms, 
(1 - s), + V.(v,) = source terms. 
The first of these equations may be written 
S, + V * (vf(s)) = source terms, 
where 
lvwl kv(s)/kv(s) f(s) = (VI = 
k(s) * 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Note that for miscible displacement (2.7) reduces to 
f(s) = s. 
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Adding the two conservation equations yields 
V. v = source terms. (2.8) 
The source terms are 6 functions which arise from the producing and 
injecting wells. In many cases it is convenient to make a conformal 
mapping of the region [3]. Then the source terms are expressed as boundary 
conditions and a Jacobian is introduced into (2.4). 
Combining Eqs. (2.4), (2.6) and (2.8) we obtain the hyperbolic, elliptic 
and velocity equations that we actually solve: 
s, + v-V (f(s)) = source terms, (2.9) 
V*(W VP> = source terms, (2.10) 
V = -k(s)Vp. (2.11) 
We note that for miscible flow the first equation has the particularly 
simple form 
s,+ v*vs = source terms. (2.12) 
3. THE DATA 
One of the problems that we solve consists of injecting an incompress- 
ible fluid into one comer of a unit square and recovering the displaced 
fluid from the opposite comer. We call this the one-quarter five-spot 
geometry. Assuming spatial periodicity of the well configuration implies 
that the pressure has Neumann boundary conditions in our computational 
square. 
In some cases, we need higher resolution near the wells. This is obtained 
by a conformal transformation to infinite strip, with the wells correspond- 
ing to the points at infinity. For computational purposes we truncate the 
strip, see Fig. 3.1. This is the elliptic Jacobi geometry [4]. It is also defined 
by the streamlines and level curves of the equation Ap = source terms. 
Another model, in which geometrical effects are minimized, is described 
in Section 6. 
The Cauchy data (at time zero) consists of s = 1 on one side of a curve 
and s = 0 on the other. Typically, we take the curve to be either a quarter 
circle about the injection well (regular data) or an “initially fingered 
curve.” See Section 9. 
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Fro. 3.1. Computational grid defined by tbe elliptic Jacobi functions. P = production 
well, I = injection well. 
4. THE NWR~CAL METHOD 
The basic idea of the method is to treat the discontinuity surface (the 
front) as an independent computational object. The front is a curve, 
specified as a collection of connected components. For simplicity, we 
describe here only the case where the front is a single curve joining two 
boundary points of our computational region. We assume that the curve is 
piecewise linear and does not cross itself. It is specified by an ordered set 
of points {(xi,ui): 1 < i I n}, called the front mesh points. (n is a function 
of t.) 
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As in [6], the discontinuous saturation s(x,y, t) is described by 
S(&Y, t) = S&At) if (x,~) is ahead of the front, 
= S&J, t) if (x,~) is behind the front, (4.1) 
where S, and si, are extrapolated continuously across the front to their 
unphysical regions, becoming globally defined. Thus the front may be 
thought of as a cut joining the physical regions of S, and sb. The main 
purpose of this convention is to separate the propagation of the front from 
the dynamics of s, and st,. 
In order to update the numerical solution at each time step, we proceed 
as follows: 
I. Advance the Front 
We find the new position of the front by following characteristics of the 
hyperbolic equation for Riemann problems defined by the jump discon- 
tinuity in the saturation across the front. 
We first describe how these Riemann problems are obtained. Assume 
for simplicity that the front is smooth. The tangent to the front may be 
considered to separate locally the two states s, and s,,. Thus at the front it 
is natural to consider the Riemann problem for the hyperbolic equation 
(4.2) 
where v, is the normal component of the velocity and a/an indicates the 
normal derivative. 
The velocity v is discontinuous at the front because the elliptic equation 
coefficient k(s) is discontinuous. However, this does not pose a problem 
since the normal component v,, the only one which enters in the Riemann 
problems, is continuous. 
For a hyperbolic system, this Riemann problem has several families of 
characteristics. The front is associated with only one of these and propa- 
gates with its own characteristic speed. For the non-convex Buckley- 
Leverett equation, the Riemann problem has in general two waves, a shock 
and a rarefaction wave. A discussion of the solution can be found in [2] 
and in the petroleum engineering literature. 
The characteristic speed of the shock is then selected, and each of the 
points defining the front is moved normally to it with this speed. The 
tangential velocity v, of v also contributes to the motion of the front mesh 
points. However, when displaced tangentially, these points remain on the 
front. Thus, the action of v, does not change the curve representing the 
front. This indicates that u, can be multiplied by an arbitrary factor 
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without affecting the motion of the front, at least for sufficiently small time 
steps. 
Let v. and v, denote the two velocities (ahead and behind) at the 
discontinuity curve. An acceptable formula for v when the front is smooth 
is 
v = (v, + Vb)/2. (4.3) 
For fine grid calculations (4.3) is satisfactory globally because the front 
is predominantly smooth. This is not so for the important case of coarse 
grid calculations in regions of high curvature; i.e., near tips or bases of 
fingers. 
On a coarse grid, a rapidly curving front becomes wedgelike. While the 
exact velocities for the curved front are bounded, the corresponding 
velocities for the wedge diverge outside the tip and tend to zero inside it. 
To obtain useful velocities which would correspond to an oval replacing 
the sharp tip of the wedge, we introduce a circle at each front point on 
which average values of v, and vb are computed. This procedure also 
improves v, and vt, in the smooth region (when used in (4.3)). In fact, the 
solution of the elliptic equation yields piecewise constant velocities, and 
the averaging procedure removes the discontinuities reducing numerical 
noise. 
The velocity averaging also has the role of decoupling the hyperbolic 
and elliptic equations as far as short wave length fluctuations (Helmholtz 
instability) are concerned. In this sense it models a small level of diffusion 
and should be set at a parabolic mixing length, see also Section 6. Here 
0.015 was a typical value used for this radius. 
Given v, and v,,, v is computed by an interpolation procedure (chosen to 
enhance numerical stability) of which (4.3) is a simple example. Specifi- 
cally, 
IVbl 1x1 v = a(v, + Q/2 + p-v, + y-v, 
lval bbl 
with a + p + y = 1. Here (Y, /3 and y are (empirical) functions of the angle 
between neighboring bonds on the front. When the front is smooth, the 
angles tend to 0 under mesh refinement, and in this limit LT + 1 and p, 
y + 0. 
II. Transmit Waves through the Front 
In certain cases, a slow wave in s, will eventually be overtaken by the 
front and emerge as a wave in s,,. The present step provides a procedure 
for this type of transmission. Since a separate fractional step is devoted to 
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the updating of s, and St,, it is important at this point not to give any 
dynamical motion to the waves in s. Thus, the waves in s, and sb are 
frozen while the front is advanced. 
A convenient mechanism for this transmission involves sampling in the 
Context Of the fiemann problem jOiIkg s, and $,. In this RiemaM 
problem a range of new s values may be produced, associated with waves 
and characteristic speeds different from that of the front. This occurs even 
in the present problem, a scalar hyperbolic equation, since multiple waves 
may result from the solution of a Riemann problem when the conservation 
law is non-convex. The transmission of fast waves from sb to s, does not 
arise in the problems considered here since the shock is the fastest wave. 
Thus, we omit this case from the description of the algorithm given below. 
Let us consider the portion of the front included in a certain mesh 
square. See Fig. 4.1. At a certain time it has a position which we call the 
old front and is advanced by step Z to a new position called the new front. 
For simplicity of description we assume that the new front is ahead of the 
FIG. 4.1. Values of s,, after advancing the front (from “old front” above to “new front”). 
Behind the old front, st, has a value from the previous time step. Between the old and new 
fronts, s takes on values s*, where s+ is defined by the solution of the Riemann problem with 
data sb and s, (see text). The point to step II (tr ansmission of wavea) is to choose an area 
weighted sample, so that a new value, 9 r, is either sb or s*. A similar construction applies to 
s.. 
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old front. Let sa and sb denote the values of the saturation in this mesh 
square before the front is advanced. When the front moves, s, is un- 
changed. For a scalar convex equation, the same would be true for s,,; 
however, in our case the saturation behind is modified in the following 
way. 
Consider the Riemann problem in (4.2), with Cauchy data s,, St,. Let s* 
be the saturation directly behind the shock in this Riemann problem. (See 
[2].) Since no dynamics is allowed to the waves in s in this step, when the 
front moves forwards it leaves the value s* in the region between the old 
and new fronts. A new value for sb is then obtained by choosing randomly 
between sb and s*. The weight for sb in this sampling is proportional to the 
area in this mesh square behind the old front while the weight for s* is 
proportional to the area between the old and new fronts. 
III. Extrapolate s, and sb 
Both s, and $, are extended continuously across the new position of the 
front to their unphysical regions. For single phase (miscible) displacement, 
this step is trivial, since s, = 0, .sb - 1, and the only hyperbolic degrees of 
freedom are in the front itself. 
IV. Redistribute the Points Describing the Front 
The main idea is to introduce new front mesh points at regularly spaced 
intervals along the new (propagated) front. For wedge tips of at most some 
specified opening (set at 30” interior angle in our calculations), additional 
mesh points are introduced if necessary to ensure that a mesh point falls 
near the tip. 
No stabilizing surface tension term is included in the calculations. 
Finally, self intersections (which occur rarely) are eliminated. 
V. Update s, and sb 
We use the splitting version of the uniform sampling method, but any 
convenient first-order method could be employed. 
VI. Update the Elhptic Equation 
We use the method of mesh alignment developed by McBryan and 
described in a separate publication [9]. Briefly the method is to use 
automatically shifted mesh points at the front, so that computational 
rectangles are replaced by quadrilaterals. The finite element riangles result 
from bisection of the quadrilaterals. The shifted mesh has the property that 
the front lies almost exactly on boundaries of these triangles. This gives 
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accurate velocities using a coarse mesh even for an irregular front and 
large M. Only at the tip of a sharp wedge does the method fail to give 
accurate velocities. As discussed in step I, these divergent velocities are 
physically meaningless and do not play any role in our calculations. 
The computational advantage of this method is that shifting the mesh 
does not change the structure of the linear system being solved. Thus, the 
same methods of solution as used in [5] still work. 
FIG. 5.1. Miscible displacement with unit mobility ratio. The analytic and computed 
solutions are plotted at identical times. The computed solution used tracking and a 30 x 30 
rectangular grid. The computed solution is slightly behind the analytic solution near 
breaJctluough. 
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FIO. 6.1. Cauchy data for the single finger runs. These runs illustrate invariance under 
mesh refinement. Here the front at time zero is shown, with velocity arrows superimposed. All 
runs are miscible displacement with mobility ratio M = 5. 
5. UNIT MOBILITY RATIO 
There is one two-dimensional reservoir problem which has an analytic 
solution. For miscible displacement with mobility M = pO/~, = 1, the 
elliptic equation (2.10) decouples from the hyperbolic equation and re- 
duces to the Laplace equation. Its solution is time independent and is 
given by elliptic Jacobi functions. Furthermore, using the method of 
characteristics the hyperbolic equation (2.12) reduces to an ordinary dif- 
ferential equation in the geometry of the streamlines, and it can be 
integrated. 
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FIG. 6.2. Single finger run with coarse grid (9 x 10) for the elliptic equation. Cauchy data 
from Fig. 6.1. Miscible displacement with mobility ratio M - 5. 
In Fig. 5.1 we give the computed and exact solutions for selected time 
steps. They are in good agreement. The theoretical solution also agrees 
with experiment [8], on comparison of the area behind the front to the 
experimental area flooded. 
There is a diffusion layer between the two fluids in laboratory experi- 
ments. It is absent in our solutions since diffusion is not modeled in our 
equations. We believe that the zero diffusion theory, as opposed to 
experiments, is a more accurate representation of reservoir field conditions. 
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FIO. 6.3. Single finger run with medium grid (18 X 20) for the elliptic equation. Data as in 
Fig. 6.1. Front position and velocity arrows at breakthrough are shown. 
This is due to scaling effects which create differences between the experi- 
mental and field conditions. 
6. SINGLE FINGER EXPERIMENTS 
This series of experiments was designed to shed light on how the 
fingering phenomenon in the unstable regime (A4 > 1) is simulated by our 
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FIG. 6.4. Fine grid (30 x 30) for the elliptic equation single finger at breakthrough, 
mobility ratio M - 5 miscible displacement. Note invariance under mesh refinement. All 
other mesh parameters, except for the velocity radius, also show invariance under mesh 
refinement. 
numerical procedure. For this purpose, we isolated a single finger and 
observed its development. We took as initial data a small but well-defined 
finger protruding from a flat interface orthogonal to the flow (see Fig. 6.1). 
Geometrical effects were minimized by using our straight “labtest” coordi- 
nates [2,3,5] where water enters a rectangular porous box through one side 
and fluid leaves through the opposite side. (See Fig. 6.1.) 
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FIO. 7.1. Miscible displacement, mobility ratio M = 0.2. Front position plotted every 
eight time steps. Methods: tracked front and 30 x 30 elliptic Jacobi computational grid. The 
irregdarity of the front near the producing well is caused by numerical instability. The 
incorrect angles near the stagnation points are caused by inaccuracy in the graphics program. 
Since analytic solutions are not available, we compared the evolutions of 
this finger on successively finer meshes looking for convergence. However, 
we do not believe that our numerical procedure exhibits this property in 
the naive form of reducing to zero all mesh parameters in fixed proportion. 
In fact one of our mesh parameters has the role of simulating small 
parabolic diffusion effects (caused physically by molecular diffusion and 
capillary pressure differences, but missing from our equations). Naive 
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FIG. 7.2. Miscible displacement with small diffusion, and mobility ratio M = 0.5. Satura- 
tion contours at breakthrough are plotted. Methods: random choice and 22 x 22 elliptic 
Jacobi computational grid. Solvent saturations are entered in the figure. The finger at 
breakthrough is caused by boundary layer separation. Saturation contours s - 0.95, 0.5 and 
0.05 are plotted. 
mesh refinement on a scale invariant equation does not allow for any short 
distance cutoff (i.e., minimum finger size) and thus may be more unstable 
than the physical process (with a small but nonzero diffusion length) it is 
trying to model. Under naive mesh refinement, all mesh parameters, 
including those which simulate parabolic effects tend to zero at the same 
rate. We found in this case that our initially well-defined fingers changed 
shape under mesh refinement, and since the velocities are shaped depen- 
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M= 0.151 
Fto. 7.3. Miscible displacement, mobility ratio A4 - 0.151. Experimental results from 
[Haberman, Trans. AIME 219 (1960). 2641, copyright SPE-AIME 1960. The position of the 
front is plotted for six distinct times. Note that the finger near breakthrough is modeled better 
by the small diffusion calculation of Fig. 7.2 than by the zero diffusion calculation of Fig. 7.1. 
dent (narrow, pointed fingers moving faster), the velocities were also not 
convergent under mesh refinement. 
In order to achieve convergence, we simulated the effects of the para- 
bolic short distance cutoff on fingering by a procedure which smooths the 
velocity. The elliptic solver produces a discontinuous velocity field which is 
constant on each triangle of the finite element grid. The velocity which 
enters the hyperbolic step is obtained by averaging the elliptic velocity on 
circles of a small, but fixed, radius. (The typical value of the radius is 0.015 
of the length of the computational square.) For length scales smaller than 
this radius, the nonlinear coupling between the elliptic and hyperbolic 
equations is effectively removed. 
For the fixed radius above and M = 5, we obtained the desired conver- 
gence as all other mesh parameters were reduced. (See Figs. 6.2-6.4.) 
The conclusion of this section is that a 10 X 10 grid is ample to resolve a 
single finger for a mobility ratio A4 up to M = 5. Stated differently, five 
elliptic grid blocks are sufficient to resolve a front (i.e., a half finger). 
Looking forward to Section 9, we see that the five finger computation has 
only three elliptic mesh blocks per front (half finger), which probably 
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FIG. 8.1. Miscible displacement, mobility ratio A4 - 2, homogeneous reservoir. Front 
position plotted every third time step. Methods: tracked front and elliptic Jacobi computa- 
tional grid with a 30 x 30 grid. This solution is unstable and cBnnot be duplicated experimen- 
my. 
accounts for the clearer computation of the single finger in Section 6 
compared to the multiple fingers of Section 9. 
7. FAVORABLE MOBILITY RATIO 
We simulate a situation in which the injected fluid is more viscous than 
the displaced fluid. In this regime, the interface is stable, and fingering 
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should not occur. Experimental pictures for the one-quarter five-spot 
pattern are available. (See Fig. 7.3.) 
Our own simulation with zero diffusion is presented in Fig. 7.1. There is 
fair agreement with laboratory experiment except that near breakthrough a 
small finger is formed in the latter. We conjecture that this is due 
physically to a boundary layer separation phenomenon which is not taken 
into account in our equations. This layer, composed of a mixture of the 
FIG. 8.2. Miscible displacement, mobility ratio M = 2, homogeneous reservoir. Front 
position plotted every third time step. Methods: tracked front and rectangular 30 x 30 grid. 
Comparison with Fig. 8.1 shows good agreement and minimal dependence on the choice of 
computational grid. 
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- 
FIO. 8.3. Miscible displacement, mobility ratio M = 5, homogeneous reservoir. Methods 
tracked front and 30 X 30 elliptic Jacobi computational grid. Some effects of numerical 
instability can be seen. Due to the highly unstable nature of the problem, small amounts of 
numerical noise (e.g., polygonal approximation of a smooth curve) are amplified and produce 
Visible effects. 
two fluids formed by diffusion and mixing effects, has higher mobility than 
the injected fluid behind. Thus, after growing to sufficient width and 
moving towards the tip of the advancing interface, it fingers into the 
producing well when close enough to it. 
To simulate this layer, we used our previous untracked code [5] with a 
parabolic term appended to the hyperbolic equation [l]. This was solved 
by operator splitting; namely, a time step of the original hyperbolic 
equation was followed by a time step of S, - DAs = 0 (using the standard 
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Fro. 8.4. Miscible displacement, mobility ratio M = 5, homogeneous reservoir. Methods: 
tracked front and 30 x 30 rectangular grid. This solution is unstable and cannot be dupli- 
cated experimentally. Comparison to Fig. 8.3 shows some grid orientation effects. 
finite difference Laplacian). The coefficient D was taken to be 0.1, yielding 
more diffusion than in Fig. 7.3 (see Fig. 7.2). Qualitatively, the results 
support the conjecture above. Note that the mobility ratios in Figs. 7.1-7.3 
do not coincide, and exact comparison is not meaningful. 
We conclude that the zero diffusion equations do not contain the 
necessary physics to model the laboratory experiments near breakthrough 
for mobility A4 < 1. We believe that our calculations are correct for 
reservoir field conditions and show agreement with experiment in the 
regimes (M = 1 and M < 1 before breakthrough) where diffusion can be 
neglected. 
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FIG. 9.1. Miscible displacement, mobility ratio M = 5. Fingered Cauchy data in a 
homogeneous rwrvoir. Methods: tracked front and a 30 x 30 elliptic Jacobi computational 
grid. The data was picked to correspond to an experiment, see Fig. 9.3. The agreement with 
tbe experimental time evolution is satisfactory. For example, the area behind the front at 
breakthrough (i.e, oil produced) agrees closely. 
8. THE HOMOGENEOUS RESERVOIR 
Here we consider miscible flow with adverse mobility (M > 1) in a 
homogeneous reservoir. Such a situation yields a physically unstable front. 
The mathematical solution of this problem is experimentally unobtainable. 
The purpose of the calculation is to determine the effects of numercial 
noise and grid orientation on the solution. Since the front is unstable any 
amount of noise will be amplified and will be readily visible. 
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FIG. 9.2. Enlargement of the breakthrough region for Fig. 9.1. The front is plotted every 
two time steps. The width of the finger ranges from l/20 to l/15 of the computational 
square, or about 50 ft, for a typical 40 acre well spacing (0.25 miles between wells). 
Grid orientation effects were tested using the one-quarter five-spot and 
elliptic Jacobi geometries. (See Section 2.) The latter grid is better because 
it represents the initially curved front as a line parallel to the mesh and has 
higher resolution near the singularities. 
The results are presented in Figs. 8.1-8.4 for mobility ratios M = 2 and 
M = 5. The level of numerical noise is almost negligible and is well below 
the heterogeneity in carefully prepared uniform sand. Thus the calculation 
can accept an externally specified heterogeneity without contamination by 
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FIG. 9.3. Miscible displacement, mobility ratio M = 4.58. Experimental results from 
[Haberman, Trans. AIME 219 (PAN), 2641, copyright SPE-AIME 1960. The position of the 
front is plotted for three distinct times. The fingering is more extensive than the computations 
of Figs. 9.1-9.2. 
numerical noise. The invariance under grid orientation, while not perfect 
for M = 5, is still good. 
For M = 2 we also have agreement with earlier (untracked) calculations 
[4]. It is worth noting that for M I 2 (but apparently not for M = 5), 
important averaged quantities, such as amount of oil produced at 
breakthrough are largely independent of low levels of heterogeneity and 
thus can be computed using the homogeneous reservoir of this section. For 
this value of M, we have agreement with the experimental values [S] for 
area flooded at breakthrough. 
9. THE HETEROGENEOUS RESERVOIR, A4 > 1 
All real reservoirs are heterogeneous. For mobility ratio M > 1, the 
symmetric, regular and single-fingered solutions of Section 8 do not occur. 
Here we describe two methods of introducing heterogeneity. 
We begin with fingered Cauchy data in a homogeneous reservoir. At a 
radius of 0.2 about the injection well, a front with five fingers is chosen as 
initial data. The number and length of these initial fingers correspond 
roughly to the experimental picture [8]. 
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The front at selected time steps is shown in Fig. 9.1. The result (i.e., the 
area flooded at breakthrough) agrees well with the experimental numbers 
of [8]. A detail near breakthrough is shown in Fig. 9.2; experimental data is 
reproduced in Fig. 9.3. 
Second, we used our standard Cauchy data in a heterogeneous reservoir. 
To obtain the results in Fig. 9.4, the permeability was given log-normally 
distributed fluctuations in space. The distribution was chosen with a 
variance of 0.5 and length scale of 0.1, while the mobility ratio was 
Fro. 9.4. Miscible displacement, mobility ratio M = 50, heterogeneous reservoir. Front 
xxition plotted every ten time steps. Methods: tracked front and 30 X 30 rectangular grid. 
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Ro. 10.1. Immisci ble displacement p,/p, = 4, homogeneous reservoir. The front posi- 
tion is plotted every seven time steps. Methods: tracked front and 30 x 30 rectangular grid. 
In this calculation, the front is coupled to a hyperbolic equation. The calculation agrees with 
earlier calculations of the authors of the same problem by other methods. 
M = 50. This calculation is qualitatively plausible but quantitatively incor- 
rect on several counts. The fingers are too blunt, too wide, and form too 
late. 
Comparing Figs. 9.1 and 9.4, it seems that the heterogeneous data at a 
radius of 0.2 is more satisfactory in simulating effects in heterogeneous 
reservoirs. Thus we believe that fingers are formed very early in the flow, 
and a study of the initiation of fingers should be made in a neighborhood 
of the injection well. 
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FIG. 10.2. Immiscible displacement, as in Fig. 10.1. Water saturation and water front at 
breakthrough. Ahead of the front, the water saturation is identically zero. 
10. I~~MI.~CIBLE DISPLACEMENT 
In the case of immiscible displacement the role of the hyperbolic 
equation is nontrivial in the region away from the front, for the data we 
consider. The results for this case are shown in Figs. lO.l- 10.2. In Fig. 10.1 
we plot the front at a sequence of time steps. In Fig. 10.2 the water 
saturation ahead of the front is zero due to the zero numerical dispersion. 
The results on this problem agree with earlier results we obtained by other 
methods [4]. 
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